The characteristic cycles of standard modules arising from closed AT-orbits in a flag variety are studied and those of holomorphic discrete series are determined explicitly. Also the asymptotic expansion of the distribution characters of holomorphic discrete series are computed; the result verifies a conjecture of D. Vogan in this special case.
morphic discrete series do arise it becomes quite simple. In fact our results also cover the case where the standard data are Borel-de Siebenthal (Proposition 2.15).
The computation of the asymptotics of O takes on a rather different path. According to Rossmann's Kirillov formula [Rossmann 1], near the origin of jjr , infinitesimally 0 is given by the Fourier transform of the canonical invariant measure on the coadjoint GR-orbit (in gK) of the infinitesimal character of 7. Since invariant orbital measures are homogeneous, their asymptotics at the origin is the same as that of orbital measures with parameters (i.e., infinitesimal characters) tending to 0 along a certain direction. When the limit of these orbits contains orbits of the same dimension, the limit is relatively easy to compute (as in [Rossmann 2] ). But such an ideal situation rarely occurs; even in the case of holomorphic discrete series. Our observation is that it is possible to fiber the coadjoint orbit in question over an orbit with the nice equal dimension property mentioned above; with fibers isomorphic to coadjoint orbits of some compact group. The orbital integral limit in the setting of compact groups is well known by formulae of Weyl and Kirillov. The integration formula, together with limits on the base and fibers, then computes the limit. The result is that the asymptotics cycle is the nilpotent orbit corresponding to the holomorphic tangent space (as identified in g*) with the same multiplicity mentioned above (Theorem 5.5). The orbit correspondence here is via Sekiguchi's construction: very roughly speaking, it establishes a natural bijection between certain classes of A"-orbits and GR-orbits in the complex nilpotent cone of g* .
The schemes of the computations, in both cases, outlined above fit in a much more general context. The specific structure information from the Hermitian situation was assumed in order to carry out the computation; especially in determining the support of the leading term of the asymptotics of 8. Related results were contained in [King] in which the "character polynomials" of holomorphic discrete series were obtained. We remark that, for general discrete series representations, the situation is much more complicated as indicated in [King] and by the complexity of the moment map. As for the organization of the paper, § 1 establishes the basics of associated cycles of Harish-Chandra modules using thê -modules technique. Section 2 computes the associated cycles arising from closed A"-orbits in a flag variety under a technical assumption. Section 3 recalls the setup around the asymptotic expansion. The fibration is described in §4, and the asymptotics for holomorphic discrete series is computed in §5.
We would like to thank W. Schmid and D. Vogan for useful discussions.
1
Throughout this paper we consider real Lie groups which have finite index in the real points of a connected complex reductive algebraic group (defined over E). This choice is more for the convenience of the writing; most of the settings and results hold in a much more general situation. Let GR be a such real Lie group and A"R be a fixed maximal compact subgroup of Gr with the corresponding Cartan involution 6. As usual the (-l)-eigenspace of 6 in g is denoted by p . As notational convention, deleting the subscript M means taking complexification. We now quickly recall the basic setup for ^-modules on the flag variety X of g ; for details, see [Beilinson-Bernstein] . Let Z be a A-orbit License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in X and denote by i the inclusion. According to [Matsuki] , Z can also be specified by the data (b, b) consisting of a Borel subalgebra b and a Cartan subalgebra beb, which at the same time is the complexification of a real testable Cartan subalgebra bu ■ This pair also determines a positive root system <P+ in <P(g, h) so that the nilradical n~ of b is spanned by negative root vectors. The (+l)-eigenspace of 0 in h , denoted by t, is then the Lie algebra of the reductive part of the isotropy subgroup Kb at b. A set of standard data is, by definition, a A"-homogeneous connection together with a compatible infinitesimal character. In other words, it consists of a triple (Z, x, X) where X £ b* and t is a character on Kb whose derivative satisfies dx = X -p on t. As usual, p = p(fl>+) denotes the half sum of positive roots. This set of data gives rise to the standard coherent ^-module Jx = z+(indT) on X, where ind x is the A"-homogeneous invertible sheaf on Z induced from the character x . We use i+ (resp. i») for the direct image functor in the category of ^-modules (resp. if-modules). Write Ix for its global section space. The subscript will often be omitted if no confusion could occur. Following [BorhoBrylinski] , the characteristic cycle of S is given by Ch(^) := Supp(gr^), the support with multiplicity of the graded module grJ^ on T*X with respect to a good filtration. Similarly the associated cycle on g* of the Harish-Chandra module I is given by^( /):=Supp(gr7).
The moment map is denoted by y: T*X -» g*, given by, over x £ X, the natural inclusion T*X = (g/bx)* <-> g*. Recall that J" has a natural filtration, for j an integer, 1.1. Jy = subsheaf of local sections of Jr with degree of transversal derivative <]■ 1.2. Lemma. If Z is a closed K-orbit in X, then (J^) is a good filtration and
Here J^z\x denotes the normal sheaf of Z in X and s/W stands for the ;th symmetric power of sf .
Since Z is closed, i is proper and the lemma is immediate. Also note that Z being closed is equivalent to 1.3. 0+ is 6-stable and contains no real roots.
Under this assumption, t is a Cartan subalgebra of É and the (nonzero) restriction of roots in <P+(g, h) to t gives rise to a positive root system 0+(f, t) for the pair ({, t) ; whose half sum will be denoted by p%. With respect to <P+ (g, b) , a linear functional A on f) is called dominant if (X,â) £ Z<o, for all q e <P+ ; 1-dominant if (X, a) > 0 for all a £ <P+ . Note that being M-dominant implies being dominant.
1.4. Theorem. Suppose that Z is a closed orbit, X is regular and R-dominant, then T(I) = Supp(y.grJr).
Note that the assumption on X above implies that / is nontrivial. Now Lemma 1.2 says that (Jy) is a good filtration. In view of §1.6 of [BorhoBrylinski] , the theorem follows from (1.5) Hx(X,Jj) = 0 ifO«;.
1.6. Lemma. Hk(X, &}S) = 0, for all k > 0 and j > 0.
We first show that this lemma implies (1.5). From the short exact sequence 0^_i^-+gr;.^^0, we obtain, by Lemma 1.6, Hx(X,Jj_x) -» Hx(X,Jj), for / > 0. Now Jj being a coherent ^-module, the above cohomologies are finite-dimensional. Hence the surjections must be stational if j > jo for some jo . If 77' (X, JjQ) 0 , then lim Hx(X,Jj) ¿ 0, which is just HX(X, J"). On the other hand, X being dominant, the cohomology vanishes [Beilinson-Bernstein] . Therefore Hx(X,Jj) = 0,for j>j0. As for Lemma 1.6, note that by Lemma 1.2, Hk(X, gr jj*) = Hk(Z , indt ® detJVZ\X®Jf^x)).
Since the sheaf y^z|x on Z is induced from the A"nß-module nnp which in turn, when viewed as a subset of the Lie algebra g, induces global vector fields on X. Therefore JfZ\x is generated by its global sections on Z . According to Theorem G of [Griffiths] , the vanishing statement of 1.6 then follows from (1.7) (indx®detJVz\x)* ®detJrZ\x®5?z < 0, on Z ; here 3PZ is the canonical sheaf on Z . Now the closed A"-orbit Z is also the flag variety of the reductive group A", and in our setting the negativity condition (1.7) amounts to (-dx\t-2pt,a) <0 for alias <P+ (6, t).
Since X is assumed to be regular and R-dominant w.r.t. 0+(g, h), dx = X-p is R-dominant w.r.t. the same positive system. <P+(6, t) being the restriction of the same system, (1.7) follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. We remark that in case fj = t, the vanishing result above is precisely Lemma
in [Schmid 1].
We conclude this section with the following remarks. The regularity assumption on X in Theorem 1.4 is in fact not necessary: the conclusion of the theorem remains true if X is R-dominant and / is nontrivial. In fact similar result holds in a much more general setting: when the Harish-Chandra module / is realized on a maximally real A"-orbit (the top data in the sense of [Chang] ) under suitable assumption on X. We will not use these results and will not go into the technicality here.
2
In this section, we assume that 2.1. GR contains a compact Cartan subgroup.
According to [Harish-Chandra] , this is equivalent to " Gr has discrete series representations." We now formulate the parameterization of the discrete series in terms of the setup in § 1. Note that under the condition 2.1, the Cartan subalgebra [)r used to specify any closed A"-orbit in the flag variety X is necessarily compact. Denote by /?¿(GR) the set of Harish-Chandra modules of the discrete series of GR.
2.2. Proposition. Rd(Gu) consists of all standard modules associated to data (Z, x, X) with Z a closed K-orbit, X regular and R-dominant.
This result is well known; for a reference see 9.4 of [Chang] . In case X is Rdominant but not regular, the resulting standard module (if nontrivial) is then one of the so-called limits of discrete series. We now fix one set of such data, i.e., (Z , x, X) with 2.3. Z is closed and (X, à) £ Z>0 for all ae$+.
Following §5 of [Vogan 2] , we now recall a few things about nilpotent cones. Via the Killing form, we identify g with g* : £, £ g is identified to the linear functional sending v £ g to (£, v) ; we will use the same notation for the identified one. Let j¥ be the nilpotent cone in g, and jV* the corresponding cone in g*. JV* is also the variety defined by the ideal of homogeneous Ginvariant polynomials of positive degree on g* (5.4, 5.11 in [Vogan 2] ). Set yf;* = {Ç£yr*:Ç\t = o}=ym(Q/t)*.
Note that A" acts on yft* via the coadjoint action with a finite number of orbits [Kostant-Rallis] .
We shall use the same notations attached to the fixed data as in §1. Let S be the set of all simple compact roots and (S) the set of all roots spanned by S. This choice then determines a parabolic subalgebra q = Í + u~ :
a£(S) ae*+-(5> Write n for the natural map from I to 1^, the flag variety of all parabolic subalgebras of type S. The orbit Z is then mapped onto Zx, the closed Korbit containing the parabolic q. By the choice of S, we have Ici and n~x(Zx) = Z . We use yx to denote the moment map from T*X$ to q* . Since Z is a A"-orbit, the conormal bundle T¿X is mapped into yf¡* under the moment map. Also T¿X is an irreducible variety and, y being A"-equivariant, its image under y is the closure of a single A"-orbit; call it cfz : 2.4. Definition. y(T£X) is the closure of cfz in J^*.
Again by the choice of S, under yx, the conormal F| X$ has the same image cfz . We now state a condition which reflects the complexity of the moment map.
2.5. Assumption. The map yx: TZ Xs -» cfz is generically finite.
Since yx is A~-equivariant, Assumption 2.5 is equivalent to that the above map, over the A"-orbit cfz , is finite. We will discuss the validity of this condition later. For the following, note that the fiber of n over the point q £ Xs is given by L/L n B.
2.6. Theorem. Suppose that the data (Z, x, X) satisfying 2.3 gives rise to a discrete series Harish-Chandra module I. If moreover Assumption 2.5 is satisfied with degree d, then
Proof. Let p be the projection T*X onto X, then grü^ = p*cfT-x with respect to the filtration by order of derivatives. Also, Lemma 1.2 implies gr^ = i*(indx ® detjVZ\x ® ¿V^x) ■ Here j/(-) is the whole symmetric algebra of sf . Thus as ¿f^-A-module,
where q is the projection of the conormal bundle T^X onto Z and j is the closed imbedding of T£X into T*X. By Theorem 1.4, under our assumption, 7^(1) = Supp(y*gr7). Since j is a closed imbedding, we shall restrict gr/ to T£X for the computation. Note that, y being proper and A"-equivariant, for each k, the direct image sheaf Rkyt,grl is locally free on cfz (by Grauert's theorem, see [Hartshone] ). Thus y (I) is given by cfz , the support of y*(grl), with multiplicity dim7?0y!(,(gr/)|i ; here £ £ cfz is a generic point in u~ n p , and |{ indicates the restriction to £ . To compute the multiplicity, consider the following commutative diagram:
where it' is defined via the natural projection:
Notice that the left square is a cartesian square, n , nx are proper, and q*, q'* are exact. Denote by x the point corresponding to b in X and xx its image in Xs . We have
In the above, </•* means i/ copies of * . Setting k = 0, we get the theorem. D 2.8. Corollary. In the setting of Theorem 2.6, Rky*(grl) = 0 on tfz for k > 0.
Note that under the assumption, the character dx + 2p" on L (1 B is Rdominant (cf. the proof of Theorem 1.4); here 2p" = 2(p-pt)
is the character of detJVZ\X . The corollary then follows from the proof of Theorem 2.6 and the Borel-Weil theorem. Removing Assumption 2.5, we have the following formal result. Retaining the same notations in the proof of Theorem 2.6, the global section space T(L/L n B, ind t) is then an L-module, hence extends trivially to a K n Qmodule. It can then be induced to an invertible sheaf on Zx.
2.9. Corollary. Suppose the data (Z, x, X) satisfying 2.3 gives rise to a discrete series Harish-Chandra I, then
This is a corollary of the proof of Theorem 2.6. Simply notice that y+q* = yu7i'tq* = yx*q*n*, and 7r»(indr ® detJVZ\x) = indT(L/L n B, indt) <g> Theorem 2.6 would compute the associated cycles of the discrete series explicitly if Assumption 2.5 is satisfied. Unfortunately this condition is generally not satisfied. The following is an example pointed out to us by D. Vogan. Consider SU(4, 1) with the simple roots c-n-n-c in its Dynkin diagram; c (resp. n) stands for compact (resp. noncompact) root. In this example, the conormal bundle Tz Xs has dimension 8, but the orbit cfz has dimension 7. In a slightly different context, the complexity of the moment map is studied in [King] . We now consider a special case where Assumption 2.5 is satisfied. Recall from [Hecht-Schmid] , 2.10. Lemma. In the above setting, suppose that Gr is simple. Then there exists a positive system <P+ in <P, for which exactly one simple root is noncompact, and such that the unique noncompact simple root occurs in the highest root with multiplicity one or two.
Such a positive system, in case Gr is simple, will be referred to as a Borelde Siebenthal (or simply B-S) system; the same terminology also applies to the A-orbit in X determined by a such system. 2.11. Proposition. If the K-orbit Z is Borel-de Siebenthal, then Assumption 2.5 is satisfied; in the multiplicity two case, GR is assumed to be split.
Let <P+ be a B-S system, and as before S is the set of all compact simple roots. Denote by <PC (resp. <P") for the set of compact (resp. noncompact) roots, and ß the unique simple noncompact root. Then <P" consists of roots in which ß occurs multiplicity 1. Denote by *F the set of roots in which ß occurs with multiplicity 2. Thus Oc is the union of (S) and 4*. Set P±=©fl±°; q±=©s±a-ne<t>+" <*ev+
Note that p± are complex conjugates to each other; same for q± . Also p = p+ 0 p_ and u_ = p_ © q_ .
2.12. Lemma. This is just a simple observation (cf. Lemmas 4.11, 4.12 in [Hecht-Schmid] ). For Proposition 2.11, since (Tz¡ As)q = p* ~ p_ , it suffices to show that A"n Q has a dense open orbit in p_ and the isotropy subgroup in K of an element in that dense orbit has its Lie algebra contained in t n q .
In case ß occurs with multiplicity 1 in the highest root, then K = L and p* C JÇ is Ad A"-invariant, therefore the above two conditions are satisfied; in fact the degree in 2.5 is one. Moreover, A"R = GR n (A" • P±) and the natural complex structure on G/(K • P+) then induces one on the symmetric space via the imbedding Gr/A"r ■-> G/(K • P). The totality of the standard modules / arising from this situation constitutes the holomorphic discrete series. We summarize this case in the following corollary. Set p = X -p + 2p", then Y(L/LnB, mdT®detJ/z\x) is an irreducible A"-module containing the highest weight p ; call it Vß .
2.13. Corollary. In the setting of Theorem 2.6, if I belongs to the holomorphic discrete series, then 7^(1) = (dim Vß) • p* .
For the rest of this section, we assume that ß occurs with multiplicity 2 in the highest root. Let x £ q_ and y £ p_ be arbitrary; so x+y is an arbitrary element in u_ . In view of Lemma 2.12(1), P_ • y -y c q_ , therefore the p_-components of Q • (x + y) = LP-Q--(x + y) are given by L • y . Suppose now that x + y is in the Richardson orbit corresponding to Q, then L • y is dense in p_ . In view of Lemma 2.12(1) and (2), the isotropy subgroup condition for y amounts to the triviality of the centralizer zq+ (y) of y in q+ , which is just the kernel of the map fy : q+ -> p+ given by z i-» [z, y] (note that [q+ , y] is a subspace of p+ by Lemma 2.12(1)). Since the function x •-> dimXc(q+) from p_ to Z is upper semicontinuous, the triviality of zq+(y) follows from 2.14. Lemma. There exists x £ p_ with zq+(jc) = 0.
We recall that in [Vargas] , a family of subroot systems O = <I>0, O1, ... , <Pm is defined inductively: <ï>;+1 is the set of roots in & orthogonal to the noncompact simple roots for <Py n 0+ , until the process stops. Set Sb to be the set of all positive noncompact roots that are simple roots for some O' D 0+ , 0 < i < m. Then Sb is a strongly orthogonal set which spans <P over Q (Lemma 2 of [Vargas] ).
2.15. Lemma. For any a £ <P+, there is at most one y € So such that a + y is a root. Proof. Suppose not, say yi ^ y2 both in So, and a + yi , a + y2 are both roots (hence in *F+). By the orthogonality of So and Lemma 2.12(3), (a, y2) = (a + y i, y2) > 0 ; similarly (a, yx) > 0. Thus (a + yx, a + y2) > (a, a) > 0. Therefore their difference which is given by yx -y2, is also a root. This then contradicts the strong orthogonality of So . ü For Lemma 2.14, let x be the sum of arbitrarily fixed nonzero root-vectors with roots ranging over -So. An arbitrary element z £ q+ is a linear combination of root-vectors in q+ . Let ó £ ¥+ be such that a root vector of which occurs nontrivially in z^O. Since So spans 0+ over Q, there exists y £ S0 such that (ô, y) ^ 0, which is then positive by 2.12(3). Therefore a := ô -y is a root; which lies in 3>+ by 2.12(1). Thus a nonzero root-vector for a occurs nontrivially in [z, x] and by Lemma 2.15, it cannot be cancelled by the contributions of other root-vectors occurring in z . It follows that [z, x] ^ 0, and the proof of Lemma 2.14 (and therefore that of 2.11) is completed.
In this section, we recall the basics of [Barbasch-Vogan] and Rossmann's Kirillov formula [Rossmann 1, 2]. Denote by 8¿ the distribution character for the discrete series Harish-Chandra module f arising from a set of data satisfying the condition 2.3. As before, the subscript will often be omitted. Let gR be an open GR-stable neighborhood of the origin in gR such that the map exp : gR -» GR is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of the identity in Gr . Set p(x) = det1/2(sinh(adx/2)/(adx/2)) on gR . For <¡> £ C0°°(gR), we set fa £ Co°(expgR) by /¿(expx) = p(x)~x4>(x). Define a distribution on gR by " (3.1) (ex,<i>) = (e>x,U). Now, for t > 0, set <f>,(x) = t~dime*(f)(rxx). This follows from (3.3) and the change of variables formula for integration. We now recall Rossmann's Kirillov formula: for tf> £ Co°(gR), (3.5) (eA(expx), </>(*))= f [ e^-x^cp(x)p(x)-xdxdß(£>).
Theorem (Barbasch-Vogan
•Ia--a "'flit Note that iX £ gR . Putting together (3.1) and (3.5), we have
Write 4>(Z) = j ei{£'x)<¡)(x). Combining Lemma 3.4 and (3.6), (3.7) (0x,<t>t) = rm(ß-iaJ).
Therefore the asymptotics of 0¿ is the same as that of the Fourier transform of ß-nx as / -f 0+ . We remark that the asymptotic expansion of [Barbasch-Vogan] holds for any irreducible Harish-Chandra module, and the Kirillov formula holds for any irreducible tempered representation [Rossmann 1,2]. We conclude this section with the following special case.
3.8. Theorem. Suppose GR is compact and Vß an irreducible G^-module containing p as a highest weight (with respect to a choice of positive system). Then rmß-it{fl+P) -(dim Vß)o0 ast^0+.
First of all, since Gr is not connected in general, an irreducible module is not determined by its highest weights; nevertheless its dimension is determined by the highest weights (see §5.1 of [Vogan 1]) . The theorem then follows from the Kirillov formula dim Vß = dß = vol(Q_it{ß+p)), and the fact that Q_;í(/¿+/,) -► {0} as t -> 0+ .
4
In this section, we derive an integration formula for invariant measures in the context of a fibration. As in 2.1, we assume that Gr contains a compact Cartan subgroup 7/R . Retaining notations of §2, so S is the subset of simple compact roots in <P+ . Denote the center of I by bs , which is contained in f) ;
and by bS its orthogonal complement w.r.t. the invariant Killing form. These are all defined over R. Let % be a fixed regular element in b\ . Write (4.1) x = x\+X2, with xx e (bsT, X2 e (bsY . Set, for s, t > 0, (s, t)x = sxi+tX2 ■ The parabolic q is the 0-stable parabolic subalgebra defined by X2 in the sense of [Vogan 2] . Denote by Lr the real point of the Levi part and LR for its derived group. In our setting of Gr (cf. § 1 ) and the choice of S, LR is the centralizer of xi m Gr • Note that the Killing form identifies hR to a subspace in gR .
4.2. Lemma. There is a G^-equivariant fibration i:fi(j^-»il(ft with fibers isomorphic to LR///R ~ LR/(//R n L'R). Proof. The map is given by g • (s, t)x >-> g ■ tX2 for g £ Gr . This is well defined since the isotropy subgroup at t-X2 is LR , and that at (s, t)-x is 7/r .
In the following, we use the superscript L to indicate objects defined with respect to LR. Set 2m = dimQ(i t)x , 2p = dimQ/Z2, and 2q = dimi^ ; then m = p + q. Define an invariant (degenerate) 2-form on Q(S,t)X by: at (s, t)x, X,7egR/f)R,
This is well defined since h« C Qr(sxi) ■ At points (s, t)x and tX2, the tangent map 7i» of the above fibration is just the projection in the short exact sequence
which admits an (LR-equivariant) splitting by the orthogonal projection from gR onto [r . Thus we can think of the 2-form of-as an invariant 2-form defined on £l(S,t)x . In other words, this is the 2-form given by (g-1)*0**, on the fiber nl(g • xi) ■ It is clear that G(S,t)x = it*otXl + o'SXx . Therefore, writing in terms of the fibration, we have a(s,t)x = °¿, + (oí» -°¿i + n*a'xi).
where c(j ()/ , afXx, and crs';ei -o^ + n*otX2 have ranks m , q , and p respectively. Taking the mth exterior power we have 4.4. Proposition.
ß(s,t)x = ßsLxr(**ß<x>+v(s))> where *¥(s) is a 2p-form depending analytically on s and *F(0) = 0.
Here again ß^Xi is understood as the 2g-form given by (g~x)*ßfXl on each fiber over g • txi-The property of *F follows from the fact that, at 5 = 0, a'SXl = oj-Xx and n*otXl has rank p .
We now go back to the setting of §2 and begin the computation of the leading term of 0¿ , the character of a discrete series representation. We use -iX for X above. Now let, L c K, and the fiber of n is compact and is given by L/L n B in terms of the notations in §2. Also the condition 2.3 on X (i.e., being regular R-dominant) implies that Xx is R-dominant w.r.t. <P+ ([', bs) . Recalling the notations in Theorem 2.6. 4.5. Proposition. In the above setting, we have rqßiikx -» (dim H°(L/L n B, indr ® ástJÍ^So as t -» 0+ .
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.8, as t -> 0+, the weighted orbital measure t'qß-itx converges to ôo with multiplicity given by the dimension of an irreducible LR-module containing the highest weight X -p(0+(I', bs)) restricted to bs ■ On the other hand, the multiplicity occurring in this proposition is given by that corresponding to the weight X -p + 2pn for detJ^^ is induced by the weight 2pn (the sum of all noncompact positive roots; cf. Corollary 2.8). Now p = p(0+([', bs))+p(u) ; it therefore suffices to check that p(u) and p" are both trivial on bs ■ Since a basis of b is given by fundamental dual weights of simple roots, we only need to show that for any a in S, (p(u), a) = (p" , a) = 0. The first equality holds for u~ is the nilradical of q. Since the simple reflection about a leaves the set of positive noncompact roots unchanged, the second equality follows. □ In view of Proposition 4.4, to compute the limit of ß-itx, it remains to determine that of ß-itx2 ■
5
To describe the limit of the invariant measure ß-nx2, we need the following correspondence of nilpotent orbits. For details, for [Sekiguchi] , [Vogan 2]. 5.1. Theorem (Sekiguchi) . There is a natural bijection between GR-orbits on JQ and K-orbits on JV{ . Suppose ¿fR and @k are a pair of corresponding Gr , K-orbits respectively, then dimR ¿fR = 2 dimc cf¡c.
Here JÇ is JV n gR . Recall from §2 that cfz is a A"-orbit in JV{ . We set 5.2. Definition-Notation, cf^ := the GR-orbit on JV^ corresponding to cfz . Therefore dimj,^ = 2dimccfz = 2dimc Xs = 2|<P+-(S)| ; set it to be 2/. To write down the correspondence explicitly, we need to work in g (cf. [Sekiguchi] and [Vogan 2] The proof of this consists of a few lemmas. Note that it suffices to prove this for Gr simple, which we assume for the rest of the proof. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.5, t = I has a one-dimensional center bs which we will denote by c in the following. In particular, the connected component AR of A"R acts trivially on c. Since the correspondence of orbits in Theorem 5.1 is most conveniently stated in the context of yf (cf. (5.3), (5.4)), we shall work in that setting as well in the rest of this section. In particular, iX2 will be considered in gR. 5.7. Lemma. Let v be a nilpotent element in gR and x € 9k-Assume that Qj, is a limit orbit of Q.lx as t -> 0+ and dim Q" = dim Í2;/ for t > 0 ; then ßtx -* ßv in a small neighborhood of Q.v as t -» 0+ .
Proof. It suffices to show this in a neighborhood of i/. It is standard (see [Varadarajan] ) that transversal slices to Í2" at v exist: there are subspaces S, U in gR and the map
is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood, say Ax B of (0,0), onto a neighborhood W of v in gR such that p~'(0) is mapped onto Q" locally in these neighborhoods (p is the projection onto S). In the following, we only consider the restriction of \p on the neighborhood A x B'. Since Q" is a limit orbit of Çïtx as t -> 0+ , there exists & e S such that v + £,, £ Q,tx if 0 < t < to for some i0 > 0. Therefore for 0 < t < to , y/(p~x(Çt)) c Q^ , and the assumption on dimensions gives y/(p~x(Çt)) = Q(/ . Now as 2-forms on gR , <7"+i( -* ov . Also the projection of U to Tv+ii£ltx is an isomorphism if 0 < t < to for ip is a diffeomorphism. Thus we have o,x -> a,, and therefore ßtx -> ßv in the neighborhood W as / -> 0+ . D 5.8. Lemma.
(1) dimRQ_,//l2 = 2/.
(2) limí^o+ Í2-íía2 contains cf¿ as the only G^-orbit of dimension 21.
The first statement follows from Q-¡a2 ~ GK/A"R and / = |<P+|. For the proof of (2), denote by ß the unique noncompact simple root. Recall that e, f, h and others are those in (5.3) and (5.4) specifying the orbit cfz . To finish the proof of Lemma 5.8, since dimcf¿ = 21, it remains to show that it is the only limit GR-orbit of dimension 21. In view of our assumption on the group Gr (cf. §1), it suffices to show this for the connected component GR of Gr . In other words, ed as in Claim 5.9, GR •ed is the only 2/-dimensional limit orbit of GR • (-itX2) as t -» 0+ . For the remainder of the proof, to avoid an extra load of notations, we assume that Gr is connected. Consider the function (5.11) </>:GR-R (p(g) = (g-(-iX2),-iX2) = -(g'X2,X2).
5.12. Claim, cf) is continuous and <p(g) < 0 for all g £ Gr.
Proof. In view of the Cartan decomposition GR = KrArKr where ^r is a maximal abelian subgroup in exp pR , and X2 £ b*s on which AR acts trivially, it suffices to check that (g-X2, X2) > 0 for all g £ AR.
Let y be a positive noncompact root, we can choose root vectors X±y such that Hy, Xy, X-y satisfies the same condition 5.3 replacing h,e, f respectively. Then for c £ R, we have Y7 = c(Xy + X-y) £ pR . A direct computation gives, setting g = exp Yy, (5 An arbitrary element Y £ ür is a linear combination of Yy 's with y ranging in a maximal strongly orthogonal set in í>+ . Thus (g-X2, X2) is a sum of positive numbers. D Suppose now that Q is a GR-orbit of dimension 2/, different from cf¿ , contained in the limit of í2_;,a2 as t -* 0+ . Again by the correspondence of orbits in Theorem 5.1, we may assume that Q = Gr • ed , for some ed £ J\\, and {hd,ed,fd} , {h,e,f} as given in (5.4) and (5.3). By Claim 5.12, it is enough to show that, for some k £ A"R , g £ Ar,
(gk-ed,-iX2)>0.
Since ih £ Ér , with conjugation by elements in Ar if necessary, we may assume that ih £ í)r . Recall that ed = \(e + f + ih) and e + f £ pR . With g as in (5.13), y £ <ï>+, we have (2ied,g-X2) = -(h, X2) + ^^-[ -(cosh2c -l)(Hy, h) + (sinh2c)(i(e + f), Xy -X_y)\.
Therefore, if (Hy, h) > 0 for some y, we may choose c < 0 (respectively 0 « c) if (i(e+f), Xy-X-y) > 0 (respectively < 0) such that (2ied, g-X2) < 0 and we are done. So assume that (Hy, h) < 0, for all y £ <P+ . Now {Xy : y £ <P"} is a basis of p , the negativity assumption on h above and the condition [h, e] = 2e implies that e must be in p_ , the span of root-vectors of negative noncompact roots. In terms of notations in §2, p_ = u_ and L = K under the Hermitian structure assumption, the dimension assumption on Q. then implies K • e = cfz . Thus by Theorem 5.1, ß = tf£ , which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.8.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. First of all, by identifying /L,-^ with the invariant integral on Gr/Ar , it is standard that the limit exists (see [Rossman 2] , [Varadarajan] ). Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 then imply that the limit is supported on the closure of tfß and on which it equals ßed. The homogeneity property in Lemma 3.4 then excludes those supported on the boundary. D
